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The landscape of the Palestine has the ‘worked’ 
quality of a city; every element of it has been 
touched and tells a story of intervention, 
production, culture, environment and commerce. 
Like a city, the terraced landscape has embedded 
within it, its history. The approach to the Palestinian 
Museum is to draw on this history of the terraced 
landscape, embedding the museum into its 
immediate site and drawing from this site to tell a 
larger story of a diverse culture.

The building is clad entirely in Palestinian 
limestone, stretching out long on the high eastern 
part of its site. It watches out westward over the 
village of Abu Shukaydam below, across rolling hills 
and eventually down to the Mediterranean sea. 
Generally single storey, it is entered at its midpoint. 
The administrative spaces for its forty strong staff 
are planned to the north, with the public galleries 
and education/ research centre (lower ground 
floor) to the south. The central entrance space 
hosts a reception, shop and a cafe - which opens 
out to a stone paved terrace overlooking the 
gardens. 

A VIEW OF THE MUSEUM SET IN THE TERRACED HILLS OF PALESTINE 

LONG ELEVATION LOOKING TOWARDS THE EAST

Palestinian Museum

Birzeit, Palestine

Architects Heneghan Peng Architects
Dublin, Ireland

Client Taawon-Welfare Association
/ Palestinian Museum

Commission 2011
Design 2012 – 2013
Construction 2013 – 2016
Occupancy 2016

Site 40,000 m2

Ground Floor 3,500 m2

Total Floor 3,500 m2

Costs USD 24,300,000

Programme The winner of an 
international architectural 
competition, the museum is 
located atop a hill with 
agricultural terraces 
characteristic of the region; 
the terraces inspired the 
architectural form of the 
museum that, with the 
exception of a research centre 
fitted into a natural hollow, 
is located on one floor and 
comprises galleries, 
educational facilities, and 
administrative offices.
The museum entrance houses 
a reception area, a shop, and 
a café, and opens onto 
a stone-paved area that 
overlooks the surrounding 
hillsides; the planting of the 
museum’s agricultural 
terraces, and the positioning 
of pathways within low 
retaining walls, are an 
important component of the 
project. The museum is 
a concrete building clad in 
local limestone.

Building Type Cultural Facilities
2019 Award Cycle 4948.PAL



4948.PAL4948.PALSTUDENTS WORKING IN THE EXHIBITION LANDSCAPE

STUDENTS GATHERING IN THE MAIN ENTRANCE SPACE WALKING THROUGH THE PALESTINIAN GARDENS

01  Main Entrance
02  Reception
03  Main Exhibition Space
04  Screening Room
05  Glass Gallery 
06  Cafe
07  Cafe Terrace
08  Amphiteatre 
09  Administration
10  WC
11  Mechanical Equipment
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GROUND FLOOR PLAN

The building takes advantage of a preexisting site 
hollow to form a lower ground floor at its southern 
end. This lower level hosts an education/ research 
centre to the west, flowing out to a cut stone 
amphitheatre - sheltered from the south-westerly 
winds above. The primary art collection stores, 
photographic archive, workshops and facility 
management rooms are located on this level also, 
tucked into the hillside to the east.

Outside, terraced gardens zigzag their way 
eastwards and upwards from the bottom of the 
hill, tracing new land lines along existing level 
changes with low stone gravity retaining walls. 
This ancient land has been slowly lofted into 
new faceted gardens. Simple techniques of stone 
clearing and stone stacking to make this harsh 
terrain productive are borrowed directly from the 
earliest Palestinian farmers.
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4948.PAL4948.PALSITE PLAN PATHS MEANDER THROUGH THE WORKED LANDSCAPE



EDUCATIONAL AMPHITHEATRE LOWER GROUND FLOOR PLAN

INFORMAL LESSON IN THE GLASS GALLERY ROSS SECTION 4948.PAL

12  Classroom
13  Workshop
14  Amphitheatre
15  WC’s
16  General Store 
17  Logistics Workshop
18  Collections
19  Receiving & Shipping 
20  Fumigation
21  Loading Bay
22  Mechanical Equipment
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A HILLTOP


